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In addition to these scales advantages, filming in Mallorca implies being able to benefit from 

various aids related to the development of the Audiovisual Law of the Balearic Islands (Law 

5/2013). Do not hesitate to inform us about everything we can do for you.

Consell de Mallorca

International Productions Spanish productions

Return 15% 18%-20%

Minimum 

Investment

€ 1,000,000 of the total budget 

of the film (In Mallorca).

Maximum 

deduction

€ 2.5 million per film, or 50% 

of the total cost of production.

20% for the first million € 

invested, and 18% of the 

remaining amount invested.

Types of 

productions

Feature films or audiovisual 

projects such as series, 

documentaries, animation, etc.

Feature or animation 

films, television shows, or 

documentaries.

Requirements The foreign producer must hire 

a Spanish service company.

At least 50% of the deduction base 

must be made within Spain.

Eligible 

expenses

Personal (creative agents, 

scriptwriters, technical sound 

directors, photographers, etc.), 

companies and service providers.

COMPANIES
AND 

PROFESSIONALS

FISCAL ADVANTAGESLIGHTS//
MALLORCA LIGHTING
MN LIGHT&GRIP
PALMA EQUIPMENT RENTAL
BALEARIC LIGHTHOUSE

PRODUCTION GEAR//
MALLORCA STUDIOS
MN STUDIOS
FILM FORCE ONE
PALMA PICTURES

RENTAL CAMERA & GRIP//
GRIP SOLUTIONS
MN STUDIOS
PALMA EQUIPMENT RENTAL
PALMA PICTURES

PRODUCTION COMPANIES//
THE LOCAL PRODUCTION COMPANY
THE BLONDES POOL
WATSON
ESPAITEMPS
LOOPING
ORANGE VALLEY
BRAVO TANGO ZULU
SOLWORKS
PALMA PICTURES

PHOTO//
THE PRODUCTION FACTORY
ALEX AMENGUAL
BRIGHT-M
PALMA PICTURES

CASTING//
MN CASTING
MOOVIC CASTING 
CHARACTERS MODELS
CASTAND SERVICE

STYLISM//
MAKE UP BUSES & ART
COSTUME PALMA

STUDIOS//
STATION STUDIO MALLORCA

SOUND//
EFK SOUND

© MNStudios

© MNStudios



Mallorca, the best 
locations in the heart of 
the Mediterranean

Connected to the world
Mallorca is less than two hours 
from the main capitals of Europe 
and you can drive from one end of 
the island to another in less than an 
hour.

High-tech infrastructures 
and Great professionals
Mallorca has the services of 
audiovisual companies and highly 
qualified and varied professionals.
Film and video equipment, sets, 
actors, service producers...

More than 300 days of 
sunshine every year
Mallorca offers 364 square 
kilometers of beautiful landscape 
with the blue backdrop of the 
Mediterranean. Its climate, clear 
light and long sunny days provide 
the ideal conditions for any shoot.

Mallorca Film 
Commission
You can count on our continuous 
support and professionalism 
throughout your filming and 
throughout the production process: 
shooting permits, logistical and 
legal advice, search for qualified 
professionals with extensive 
experience, scouting ... And all the 
information you need.

Infinity of locations
The island has a wide variety 
of locations, from paradisiacal 
beaches, mountains and rural 
villages, to a modern and 
cosmopolitan city, historic centers 
or a diversity of surprising 
architectural styles: from medieval 
castles and churches to the most 
up-to-date design.

Castell de Bellver

Far de Sa Colònia

S’Albufera

Gran Hotel

Costa NordBanyalbufar Cala Mondragó

La Calobra

Catedral de Palma


